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EIIS Codes Appear in [ ]

On 12/20/87 at approximately 2000, while conducting a Reactor Startup, the Shift
Supervisor was informed that periodic computation of dryvell leakage [IJ) rates
required by Technical Specification 4.6.D had been inadvertently missed. The cause
of this event was operator error. The collection of data necessary for these
readings was due at 1600.

1

1 Investigation of the event indicated that attention to the numerous requirements of
Reactor Startup caused the operators, who norma 11v perform this surveillance to
overlook it. Drywell leakage rates were formally calculated upon discovery of t! e
missed readings and were found to be well within Technical Specification limits.
Continuous Control Room recorders monitoring drywell leakage parameters had been
monitored by the control room operator at approximately 1600.

The operators involved in this event have been counselled on the importance of
performing surveillar e at the required frequency. In addition, modification

l preposals have been submitted to partially automate the evolution to reduce manpower
requirements and to use the plant computer to alert the Control Room operator to
collect the data for drywell leakage rate computation.

LER-86-001-00, 86-002-00, 86-009-00 and 87-019 are related events,
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On December 10, 1987, at approximately 1530, the on coming swing shift (1600-2400)
relieved the off goirg day shift (0800-1600). Preparations for a Reactor Startup
were in progress. Reactor pressure was being controlled at seventy (70) psig through
the use of a turbine bypass valve [JI] rejecting steam to the Main Condenser [SG).
Final checks of system lineups, pre-startup checkoff lists, surveillance tests a,d
review of applicable operating procedures were being performed by all shift personnel
(licensed and non-licensed). These actions were ongoing both prior to and after thn
first control rod was pulled at 1706. The reactor was taken critical at 1830; plant
startup leading to Main Turbine [TA] roll and Main Generator [TB] synchronization
continued.

At approximately 2000, the licensed Control Room operator informed the Shift
Supervisor that the 1600 computation and recording of drywell (Primary Containment
[HN]) leakage rates had not been performed. The licensed control room sperator also
informed the Shift Supervisor that when he assumed the shif t at approximacely 1500 he
had nonitored Drywell leakage by observing the rate of rise recorders in the control
room for the Drywell sumps and noted that there was very low leakage into the Dryvell
and that it would be difficult to pump down the floor d ain sump to perfore the
leakage calculation. The licensed control room operatar then contir.ued with the-
reactor startup and erronecusly overlooked formally computing and recording the 1600
Drywell leakage. Following discovery of the missed readings, the 2000 data for the
drywell leakage rates was obtained. , Calculations were performed to establish the
iurrent equ'.pment (identified) and floor (unidentified) leakage rates, by comparing
this data .o that which was obtained previously (at 1200). The average leakage rates
for the eight (8) hour reriod from 1200-2000 t.re as follows: equipnent drains
leakage rate (1.28 gallons per minute), floot- drains leakage cate (0.1 gallons per
minute). The limits for drywell leakage rates in Technical Specifications are less
than five (5) gallons per minute unidentified leekage, less than a two (2) gallon per
minute increase in unidentiffad leakage in any twenty-four (24) hour pariod, and less
than twenty-fivs (25) gallons per minute total leakage. The rates calculated were
substantially less than this. Additionally, two (2) Control Poom recorders, each of
which monitors the drywell floor and equipment drains sumps level and rate of rise,
had been in continuous operation. Back calculation of leakage rates usi.'g the rate
of rise data and k' own chart speed also yielded leakage rates similar to thesen
previously stated.

' .ie present Technical Specification requirement for tracking v.ywell leakage rates is
mund in Sections 3.6.D.1 and 4.6.D. They state, "Anytime irradiated fuel is in the

i eactor vessel and the reactor coolant temperature is greater than 212*F...",
I Reactor coolant leakage rate inside the primary containment shall be monitored and

recorded once every 4 hours utilizing the Primary Containment Sump Monitoring System
[IJ) (equipment drain sump monitoring and floor drain sump monitoring)." The
readings are formally obtained in the following manner. At the required tine, the*

licensed control room operatir and a ncn-licensed apprentice operator cco. .inate
pumping dawn bota s:ywell sumps remote canually. There ir no active reminder to

,

yerform this evolution; it is the operators' responsibility to remember. Once the
sumps are pumped, readings are obtained from pump f'.ow integrators for each sump.
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These readings are then used, together with the last recorded data, to calcular.e a
current set of drywell floor and equipment drains leakage rates. The readings and-

calculation results are then recorded in surveillance F-ST-40D (Daily Surveillance

and Instrument Check).

Correccive Action Include:

1. The shift operators were counselled on the importance of performing thfs and
other Technical Specification surveillance tests at the required frequency.

2. An alarm will be provided on the plant process computet to alarm at four (4)
hour intervals to remind the licensed control room operator to compitte and
record Drywell leakage.

3. A Technical Specification Amendment proposal will be submitted to include the
Drywell sump recorder lacated in the control room as part of the Dryvell leakage
monitoring equipments.

4. A modification will be performed to provide for remote pumping of the Drywell
equipment sump.

LER-86-001-00, 86-002-00, 86-009-00 and 87-019-00 are related events in which
.

required surveillance was late or r 8.ssed.
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4# Authority

January 11, 1988
JAFP-88-0030

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

i

SUBJECT: Docket No. 50-333 Licensee Event Report: 87-022-00

Gentlemen:

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.73, enclosed is the subject Licensee Event Report.

If there are any questions concernir.g t'ais report. please contact Douglas
J. Lindsey a .315) 349-6301.
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CC: Document Control Center
RMS - WP0
PORC Members
NRC Resident Inspector
INPO - Records Center
ANI - ANI Library ATTN. Dottie Sherman
NRC Region 1 Office, ATTN: W. T. Russell, Regional Administrator
LER/OR File (PORC Secretary (5 copies)
J. Lyons
J. Cook
Training Superintenden*.
Correspondence File
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